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Abstract
We propose a pose-dependent image-based rendering approach for the visualization of clothes with very high
rendering quality. Our representation combines body-pose-dependent geometry and appearance. A geometric
model accounts for low-resolution shape adaptation, e.g. animation and view interpolation, while small details
as well as complex shading/reflection properties are accounted for through numerous images. Information on
shading, texture distortion and silhouette at fine wrinkles are extracted from the images to allow later texture
replacement. The image-based representations are estimated in advance from real samples of clothes captured in
an offline process, thus shifting computational complexity into the training phase. For rendering, pose dependent
geometry and appearance are interpolated and merged from the stored representations.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.8 [Computer Graphics]: Applications—

1. Introduction

We propose a new image-based representation for the vi-
sualization of articulated objects, such as clothes worn by
a person. The application we are targeting at is the realis-
tic visualization of garments in augmented reality environ-
ments, where virtual clothes are rendered into real video ma-
terial. The most crucial point in this scenario is the photo-
realistic visualization of the virtual clothes rendered onto a
moving human body in real-time. Existing approaches to
cloth visualization focus on high-quality cloth simulation
and rendering but are far from working in real-time, e.g.
[BMF03]; others provide a real-time visualization, but are
quite limited in visual quality or to retexturing of small re-
gions [PLF05, HE09].
We propose a new representation for clothes that combines
rough 3D geometry with body-pose dependent appearance.
The use of real images leads to very natural looking re-
sults while the geometric information allows animation of
the model. As the pose-dependent acquisition of the image-
based representation is performed a-priori, the computa-
tional complexity during visualization is reduced and real-
istic visual rendering in real-time will be possible. Our ap-
proach is mainly driven by the following assumptions:

† The work presented in this paper is funded by the German Science
Foundation, DFG EI524/2-1.

• We are rather aiming at a plausible photo-realistic and per-
ceptually correct visualization of clothes than at accurate
and correct reconstruction.

• Texture and shading represent strong cues for the percep-
tion of shape such that fine details can be modeled by im-
ages, carrying information on texture distortion, shading
and silhouette (appearance). Hence, rough shape is mod-
eled in a geometric model to allow animation while small
details are represented by appearance.

• Wrinkles and creases of clothes are mainly influenced by
a person’s pose, such that our approach models wrinkling
behavior as a function of the underlying pose (concentrat-
ing on types of clothing that roughly follow a person’s
shape). We assume that wrinkling behavior is preliminary
affected by the nearest joints. Hence, we can establish
a database of image-based representations for different
views and poses and interpolate and merge any new pose
from the captured representations in the database.

Most image-based approaches, e.g. [DCJM96, BBM∗01,
CTMS03], focus on view-dependency and do not allow for
geometric modification or animation of the object. Espe-
cially, very little research has been done in body-pose de-
pendent image-based rendering techniques. Recently, new
methods for space-time interpolation of complex captured
scenes were proposed in [LLB∗10]. Instead of interpolation
between images taken at different times, our aim is to allow
animation and interpolation in pose-space.
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Figure 1: Left: Base model representation consisting of a multi-view/multi-pose image set, silhouette information, view-
dependent geometry and 3D pose information. Center: Additional fine-scale mesh warps are estimated between neighboring
views as well as neighboring poses on top of the geometry-guided warps to achieve view-/pose consistency. Right: Appearance
is separated into texture albedo, shading and texture distortion to allow retexturing using [HSE11].

The assumption, that fine-scale wrinkling is pose-dependent
also appears in [WHRO10], a recent example-based cloth
simulation approach. Here, fine-scale wrinkling geometry is
learned for different poses in advance for each joint sep-
arately and added onto a large-scale cloth simulation dur-
ing rendering. Our approach makes the same assumption but
models wrinkling behavior in appearance instead of geome-
try. In [XLS∗11] the texture of a human body model is syn-
thesized from a database of images to synthesize video se-
quences of human performance.

This paper presents work in progress. We describe the con-
cept of the proposed representation in section 2. In section
3 we describe how we use our a representation for view-
/pose-interpolation using the example of a reduced scenario.
By reduced we mean, that in the example we do not use a
full body-model but show view- and pose-interpolation of
an arm-bending sequence with realistic wrinkling behavior,
thus leaving merging representations of different body parts
of a full model for future work (section 4).

2. Pose-dependent Geometry and Appearance Model

Our proposed image-based representation combines view-
and body-pose-dependent geometry and appearance. The
main idea is to capture a database of images from differ-
ent (calibrated) view points showing different body poses to
be able to interpolate and merge such a representation for
any new incoming pose from the database. The database
will consist of different levels of detail (see figure 1). A
coarse geometric model together with a skeleton model (rep-
resenting body poses as a vector of joint angles) accounts
for dominant motions, e.g. view interpolation and coarse an-
imation. Additional fine-scale warps are needed to achieve
photo-consistency during rendering. Very fine wrinkles will
be captured by appearance and represented by a large num-
ber of images, accounting for texture distortion and shading.
At the silhouette, fine details are accounted for through an
alpha-mask associated to the captured images. To allow not

only manipulation of shape, but also of appearance, we sep-
arate the appearance information into albedo, shading and
spatial texture distortion such that retexturing of the piece of
cloth is possible while preserving shading and texture distor-
tion properties of the original image [HSE11]. The represen-
tation is illustrated in figure 1 and described in the following.

Our representation consists of a set of multi-view images
Iv,p taken from different view points v and showing differ-
ent body poses p. Each image is associated with a silhouette
image Sv,p that can be generated by e.g. semi-automatic or
automatic segmentation.
The generation of new views and poses from the database
is based on mesh-based warps representing correspondences
between neighboring images (similar views or poses). These
warps are separated into a geometry-guided warp and an ad-
ditional fine-scale warp. Let M2

v,p denote a 2D triangular
mesh on image Iv,p, generated by triangulating the silhou-
ette Sv,p using [She96]. Further let Vv,p = [vT

1 . . .vT
k ]

T de-
note the concatenated vertices of this mesh. For each vertex,
we estimate a displacement vector to its corresponding po-
sition in a second image, such that a warp W = {V,V∗}
can be represented by vertex positions in the original and the
warped image. To estimate the warps between image pairs
we use an image-based optimization approach [HE09].

From vertex correspondences between neighboring views at
a fixed pose and camera calibration information, we can as-
sign a depth to each vertex and such generate a mesh-based
depth mapM3

v,p (view-dependent geometry) for each image
Iv,p. This geometry will be used for coarse view interpola-
tion and animation. Similar to many image-based rendering
techniques, e.g. [BBM∗01], to render a new view of a virtual
camera, we search for the nearest k camera views, project the
corresponding depth meshes into the new view and use the
such established 2D vertex correspondences to warp the cor-
responding images to the new virtual view (geometry-guided
view warping). The warped images are blended according to
the angular distance between the new virtual camera view
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Figure 2: Left two images: blending without and with fine-
scale warps. Instead of blending in the new silhouette infor-
mation, the vertex displacements gradually move the silhou-
ette to that of the new view, e.g. the yellow silhouette onto
the red one in the right image.

Figure 3: Camera views are weighted according to the
barycentric coordinates of the new camera view in az-
imuth/elevation angle space of the nearest 3 camera views.
Fine-scale warps are estimated between the image pairs.

and the k camera views. To compensate for inaccurate depth
maps and also to avoid the typical blending-in-effect at the
silhouette, we estimate additional fine-scale warps between
neighboring views on top of the geometry-guided warp as
follows. After warping an image onto a neighboring view
using geometry-guided view warping, we optimize an ad-
ditional warp that fine-scale aligns the two images using
[HE09]. We denote the vertex displacements of a fine scale-
warp at a fixed pose p from view vi to view v j by Dp

vi,v j . The
idea is similar to floating textures [EDM∗08], but the float
field is estimated a-priori and interpolated during rendering.
This has the effect that the silhouette (as well as the texture)
rather moves to its new position during interpolation instead
of blending in (figure 2) yielding a time-consistent view in-
terpolation result.

For animation, each view-dependent geometry is associ-
ated with a 3D skeleton model whose joint angles represent
the 3D pose. The skeleton can either be fitted manually or
automatically, e.g. using a morphable human body model.
Skinning weights between vertices of each view dependent
depth-meshM3

v,p and each skeleton joint are calculated us-
ing [BP07]. To render a new pose, we animate the nearest
(in view- and pose-space) view-dependent depth meshes to
the new pose using linear blend skinning, project the ani-
mated depth meshes into the new view and use the such
established 2D vertex positions to warp the corresponding
images (geometry-guided warping). The skinning weights
produce smooth and intuitive deformations for vertices at-
tached to bones but of course do not capture the real defor-
mation of clothes when e.g. an arm is bent. To assure photo-
consistency between poses, we estimate additional fine-scale
warps (represented by vertex displacements Dv

pi,p j ) on top of
the geometry-guided pose warp by first warping two images
of the same view but different poses onto each other using

Figure 4: Retextured sample pose.

the geometry-guided pose warp and then optimizing for an
additional fine-scale warp that registers the two images ac-
curately.

Finally, from the image correspondences we can determine
affine color correction models between the image pairs
which are directly applied to all images. To allow modifica-
tion of the appearance by retexuring (figure 4), we separate
the images into a shading map, texture albedo and texture
distortion using [HSE11]. Texture distortion and shading in-
formation are represented as a (geometric and photomet-
ric) warp from an estimated undeformed reference texture
to the images in the database. For a view- and pose- consis-
tent retexturing result, the complete procedure of [HSE11]
needs to be done only once, and texture distortion as well
as shading map information can be optimized for each im-
age in the database using the estimated correspondences be-
tween views and poses. The full model representation (fig-
ure1) is determined a-priori for pre-defined poses and views
in a training phase.

3. Image-based Animation of Clothes

In this section, we describe how we generate images of new
views (accounting for a rigid pose change of the body to the
cameras) and body-poses from the image-based representa-
tion for a reduced scenario (arm bending sequence, 1 joint, 3
cameras, 10 poses). We parameterize camera positions based
on azimuth θ and elevation φ angles Cv : {θv,φv} and poses
based on joint angles αp. Given a new virtual camera posi-
tion Cnew and a new body pose αnew, we determine the set of
the two nearest poses p= {p1, p2} (based on differences be-
tween the joint angles) and the set of the three nearest cam-
eras v = {v1,v2,v3}.

The geometry-guided warpsWv,p = {Vv,p,V∗v,p},v ∈ v, p ∈
p for the corresponding images are determined by animating
the depth meshes M3

v,p to the new pose using linear blend
skinning and projecting them into the new view yielding 2D
vertex positions V∗v,p. To these vertex positions we now add
the weighted fine-scale displacements between views and
poses. In view space we interpolate based on barycentric co-
ordinates in {θ,φ}-space (similar to [LLB∗10]) of the three
cameras (figure 3). This assures that if the virtual view falls
exactly onto one of the views in the database, the weight
of that particular view is set to one while all others fall to
zero. In pose-space we interpolate linearly. The displace-
ments are added according to these weights to each warp
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Figure 5: Details of an arm bending sequence interpolating between the first and fourth images. The second and third images
are synthetically generated in-between poses. Note how the wrinkling behavior is perceptually correct. This can be better seen
in the accompanying video material. The rightmost image shows a retextured in-between pose.

Wv,p,v ∈ v, p ∈ p:

V∗v,p← V∗v,p + ∑
vi∈v\v

βvi ·D
p
v,vi +wp ·Dv

p,p j

with wp =
|αp−αnew|
|αp1−αp2 |

and p j = p\ p.

The images Iv,p are now warped using the such established
vertex correspondences Wv,p = {Vv,p,V∗v,p}. Blending the
images is performed using barycentric coordinates in view
space and linear interpolation in pose space:

Inew = ∑
p∈p

wp ·

(
∑
v∈v

βv · I∗v,p

)
where I∗v,p denotes the warped images. The image-based
generation of new views and poses can either be performed
with the original images or with retextured versions using
texture analysis and shading information from the original
images.

Figure 5 shows close-ups of the elbow in synthetically gen-
erated pose images of an arm bending sequence. The left
and right most images show images from the database while
the second and third images are synthetically generated in-
between pose images. The perceptually correct wrinkling
behavior is best evaluated in the accompanying video ma-
terial.

4. Conclusions and Future Work

We presented current work on image-based visualization of
clothes from a view- and pose-dependent image database.
By separating the appearance information into albedo, shad-
ing and spatial texture distortion also changing the appear-
ance (retexturing) is possible. Future work includes an ex-
tension of our representation to more complex body models.
It will be necessary to treat different body poses indepen-
dently to be able to cover the complete space of possible
body poses such that more complex interpolation strategies
will be needed.
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